
Final Grade: Collaborative Quilt Square (Performance Task 1)

Criteria Not
at all

Some
of the
time

YES!

PLAN: We created a plan that included the following criteria: 1.) Our plan stated the key quality for social change large enough to
draw attention first on our quilt square 2.) The accompanying images and words around the key quality truly represent the definition
of that quality, 3.) We took the plan seriously and filled the space in our quilt square, 4.) We showed creativity and out-of-the-box
thinking in our plan.

COLLABORATION: Our group collaborated to create a strong plan and then put it into action. Everyone’s ideas were represented in
the quilt square. Everyone played a role in planning, getting the work done, and revising when it got challenging.

COLLABORATION: When challenges would arise, our group worked together to find a solution. Our group collaborated to find ways
to incorporate everyone’s ideas. Throughout work sessions, each member of our group took leadership at different times.

ARTISTRY: The final draft matches the plan we made together.

ARTISTRY: The design fills the space in an interesting, unique, and creative way. The key quality is the centerpiece and main focus.

ARTISTRY: Our design clearly represents our high quality skills and talents: 1.) drawings are clear and concise, 2.) anything cut out or
sewn is done in a neat and straight way, 3.) we used bumpers to color in our work, 4.) we took our time and took care in each
design, 5.) we used background and foreground 6.) experts within our group to draw, cut, or sew what they were strongest at.

EFFORT: Our group truly tried our very best to represent the quality for success we were assigned.

REVISION: We used peer feedback and warm/cool feedback from others to level up our quilt square.

FINAL PRODUCT: Our final product is truly high quality work. While perfection is not expected (or possible), we each did everything
we could to have our final product represent the key factor/quality well, and use the materials with care and attention to create
that representation.

USE OF TIME: Our group used our time wisely in every work session. Each group member worked on tasks, collaborated and offered
feedback/words of encouragement. We did not lose precious work time by fooling around or getting off task.

FINAL SCORE: ____/___




